MIN WIDTH = (PIPE DIA + 12") BOTH SIDES OF PIPE

PAVED AREA SEE NOTE 3

COMMON BORROW BACK FILL COMPACT 12" LIFT TO 90% PROCTOR. NO ROOTS ALLOWED. NO ROCKS OVER 6" DIAMETER

6" MIN. BEDDING SAND WITH THOROUGH COMPACTION TO 6" ABOVE PIPE (90% PROCTOR)

PIPE O.D.

BELL O.D.

(1) 4" BLOCK PER PIPE, 18" BEHIND BELL SEE INSERT "A" FOR OPTIONAL SUPPORT METHOD SEE INSERT "B"

NOTES:
1. ALL MATERIALS AND INSTALLATION PROCEDURES WILL CONFORM TO HANOVER TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.
2. ALL PIPE SHOULD HAVE A MINIMUM DEPTH OF 5' 6" FROM TOP OF PIPE TO FINISH GRADE.
3. REQUIREMENTS FOR SUBBASE AND BASE MATERIAL TYPE ARE TO BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH TRENCH RESTORATION DETAIL H-5 IN PAVED AREAS.
4. REQUIREMENTS FOR GRAVEL, LOAM AND/OR SEED ARE TO BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH HANOVER H-3 CROSS COUNTRY TRENCH RESTORATION DETAIL IN NON-PAVED AREAS.

INSERT "A"

OPTIONAL ONLY WHEN SOIL CONDITIONS ARE EQUAL TO 6" MIN. BEDDING SAND WITH THOROUGH COMPACTION

INSERT "B"
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